
1. Introduction

Mines are an essential source of raw materials for
the industrial economy. Mining activities cause serious
problems such as ground subsidence, landslides, 
and other geological hazards. In particular, landslides
can cause sudden casualties and property damage.
Therefore, continuous monitoring is essential to prevent
environmental pollution and geological hazards in the
mine areas. Remote sensing can explore an area where
field surveys are limited and can detect changes in a

wide area, enabling various observations depending on
the purpose. The recent increase in freely accessible
satellite data enabled us to monitor those hazards
continuously. Especially, SAR systems can acquire
homogeneous images regardless of weather conditions,
day and night, which are suitable for surface change
detection.

The types of mines are largely divided into open-pit
mines and underground mines. In open-pit mines,
logging and removal of topsoil are carried out before
mining activity. It is easy to observe surface changes
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due to mining activities or building construction.
Therefore, using the InSAR coherence technique that
detects the phase stability between two SAR images
acquired at different times, effective observation of
open pit mines is possible (Moon and Lee, 2019).

Fushun West Open-Pit mine (FWOPM) is located in
Fushun, Liaoning Province, China (Qi et al., 2021).
FWOPM was once the largest open-pit coal mine in
Asia and operated from 1901 to 2018 (Zhou et al.,
2011). The mine became very deep due to long-term
mining and slopes have reached technical limitations.
More than 90 landslides were reported inside the
FWOPM before 2011 (Zhou et al., 2011). Most
landslides occurred on the southern and northern slopes
of FWOPM. More than 60% of landslides were
concentrated during the rainy season (Zhou et al., 2011;
Li et al., 2022). A series of examples include a landslide
on the northern slope in 2012 (Li et al., 2015) and just
above the area in 2016 (Sun et al., 2022).

In this study, two Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
were subtracted to identify the mining and dumping
activities in FWOPM between 2000 to 2015. RGB
composite image from the yearly-averaged Sentinel-1
InSAR coherence images was then used to analyze the
activity of FWOPM such as landslides and mining
activities from October 2016 to May 2020.

2. Study Area and Data

1) Study Area
Fushun coal mine is located in the Fushun Basin, NE

China. Fushun city was well known as ‘the capital of
coal’ for being rich in coal reserves. It has long been
linked to the Chinese coal industry with a history of
more than 100 years of coal mining (Dong et al., 2009;
Zhou et al., 2011). FWOPM, the largest open-pit mine
in Asia with an area of 10 square kilometers and a
maximum depth of 400 meters, is located west of two
open-pit mines in Fushun and operated from 1901 to

2018 (Hu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2022). The study area
is affected by the East Asia monsoon. About 75% of
the annual rainfall is concentrated in the rainy season
from July to September (Nie et al., 2015). Long-term
mining caused frequent landslides and subsidence due
to the clay minerals contained in the greenish mudstone
(Lu et al., 2022). This mine has been closed since 2018
and massive restoration works are in progress to change
this hazardous area into an environmentally friendly
site.

2) Data
The Sentinel-1 mission is composed of two satellites,

Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B, sharing the same orbits.
The revisit cycle of each satellite is 12 days. If both
satellites are used, the revisit cycle can be shortened to
6 days. However, only the Sentinel-1B descending pass
images were used in this study because the ascending
pass did not have image acquisition regularly. The SAR
scenes used for this study are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1.  The study area. (a) The location of Fushun city and
(b) an overview of FWOPM.



We also used two of the global DEM, The SRTM 1
Sec HGT DEM and Copernicus 30 m DEM, in data
processing and getting elevation changes map. The
SRTM 1 Sec HGT DEM is from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) that used two radar
antennas of the C-band and X-band system to acquire
InSAR DEM during the 11-day flight from February
11, 2000 (Farr et al., 2007). It sampled from 60° north
to 56° south latitude with a grid size of 1 arc-second
(approximately 30 m × 30 m). The Copernicus DEM
is based on the TanDEM-X Mission which was
acquired between December 2010 and January 2015
and provided in three different versions: EEA-10,
GLO-30, and GLO-90 (Fahrland et al., 2020). The
Copernicus 30 m DEM is equivalent to GLO-30 data
and has a latitude grid of 1 arc-second.

3. Methods

1) InSAR Data Processing
We used SeNtinel Application Platform (SNAP)

software for data processing to generate InSAR
coherence images. The study area was extracted from
the entire image by selecting the corresponding bursts
only. Accurate orbit data was also put to reduce the
error. Then, the two SLC images were co-registered
into the master and slave data respectively with the
shortest time interval of 12 days from the dataset. As a
result, 100 interferograms of 12 days intervals were
obtained. The phase difference due to the earth’s
curvature and topographic phase was removed using

SRTM 1 Sec HGT DEM to obtain interferograms and
coherence images. In addition, filtering was performed
by applying the nonlinear adaptive algorithm by
Goldstein and Werner (1998).

2) Elevation Change
Subtracting the two DEMs acquired at different

times, we can calculate the change in altitude during
the intervening period. In this study, to investigate the
activity inside the FWOPM before the study period,
two global DEMs were used to check the altitude
change that occurred in the study area between the
SRTM 1 Sec HGT DEM and Copernicus 30 m DEM.
In addition, we can also calculate the volume change
from the elevation changes.

3) InSAR Coherence
SAR images record the intensity of backscattering

from the ground in the form of a complex number. A
complex correlation coefficient of two complex SAR
signals (μ1, μ2) acquired at a time interval can be defined
as follows (Lee, 2001).

                 γ =                     (1)Ε[μ1, μ2
*]

Ε[μ1, μ1
*]Ε[μ2, μ2

*]
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Table 1.  SAR scenes used in this study
Satellite Sentinel-1 (C-band)

Data type Single Look Complex (SLC)
Acquisition mode Interferometric wide swath (IW)

Pass direction Descending
Temporal coverage 07 October 2016–07 May 2020
Relative orbit (path) 105
Number of scenes 105

Fig. 2.  Flow chart of Data processing.



where Ε[ ] is the mathematical expectation value, and
* is the complex conjugate number. The coherence (ρ)
is the amplitude of the complex correlation (Lee, 2001).

                               ρ = | γ |                                   (2)

InSAR coherence is a measure of signal stability and
detects random surface changes occurring on the
surface. A stable surface such as buildings and rocks
has the value of coherence close to 1 while unstable
targets such as trees and water converge to 0 (Moon
and Lee, 2019).

As FWOPM is a coal mine with a soft surface,
coherence values are affected severely by weather
conditions such as snow and rain. It has a low
coherence value throughout the coherence image due
to precipitation events (Ferretti et al., 2007). Out of a
total of 100 InSAR pairs, we only used 73 images for
the analysis while the rest 27 images mostly in the rainy
season were excluded due to their low coherence values
in the study area.

4) RGB Composite of Averaged InSAR
Coherence Images
Firstly, the activity for the entire period was viewed

by producing an average coherence image for the entire
period. Excluding 31 InSAR data with low coherence
values, a total of 73 coherence images with a time
interval of 12 days were used for the analysis in this

study. The entire study period was then divided into
three periods to produce average coherence images for
each period. To check the activity analysis for each
period at a glance, three averaged coherence images
were put into the RGB channel to obtain an RGB
composite image so that 2019 data (including early
2020) were set for the Red channel, 2018 data for
Green, and 2017 data (including late 2016) for Blue.
The meaning of each color in the RGB composite
image produced using the averaged coherence image
for each period can be explained by the pseudo-color
theory (Fig. 3).

4. Results and Discussion

1) Elevation Change during 2010 and 2015
With the result of the elevation change using two

global DEMs, it was confirmed that the altitude from
2000 to 2015 decreased in the eastern part and increased
in the western part of the mine. Therefore, between
2000 and 2015, it was determined that mining was
carried out in about 133,625,875 m3 in the eastern part,
and waste rock was deposited in about 167,189,594 m3

in the western part. The stability of the slope in the
waste rock fields would be lower than that in the mining
area. Landslides would be more liable due to dumping
activities in the waste rock field area on the west slope.
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Fig. 3.  A pseudo-color scheme of surface activity by the RGB composite of averaged InSAR coherence images by
period (modified from Moon and Lee, 2021).



2) InSAR Coherence during Late 2016 and
Early 2020
A total of 73 coherence images were obtained during

the entire period of study. Firstly, to understand the
overall mining activity during the study period, a total

average coherence image was produced (Fig. 5(a)). By
averaging several coherence images, it was possible to
obtain the effect of correcting random errors in each
image. In addition, to analyze the mining activity by
period, the total period was divided into three periods
and average coherence images were produced for each
period (Fig. 5(b), (c), (d)). It was confirmed that the
activity was concentrated on the northwest slope of the
mine during the study area.

3) RGB Composite of Yearly-averaged
InSAR Coherence Images
To check the yearly activities at a glance on the 

west and northwest slope, RGB composite image was
produced by inputting annually averaged coherence
images into R (2019), G (2018), and B (2017) channels,
respectively. Various colors appeared in the interior of
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Fig. 5.  Averaged InSAR coherence images. (a) Total average, (b) late 2016–2017, (c) 2018, and (d) 2019–early 2020.

Fig. 4.  Elevation and volume change in FWOPM during
2000 and 2015.



the FWOPM as shown in Fig. 6. White areas indicate
always high stability such as conveyors and buildings
inside the mine. Various colors mean that there is a
difference in activity by period. The black area, which
means that it was always active, appeared mainly near
the center of the northern slope. It was confirmed that
the distribution of various colors appeared widely on

the northwest slope right next to the black area and the
west slope. Fig. 7 shows examples of time-series graphs
of coherence values for various colors. In the next
section, the changes due to the activity of the mines
over periods were analyzed and compared with the
optical images by projecting the RGB composite image
on Google Earth.
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Fig. 7.  The examples of 12-day coherence values in each pointed color pixel of Fig. 6. (a) Red, (b) Green, (c) Blue, (d)
Cyan, (e) Magenta, and (f) Yellow. The dots shown in the graph indicate the coherence values of each data and
the color indicates corresponding to each period (R: 2019, G: 2018, B: 2017). The black dots indicate coherence
values excluded from averaging and the solid line indicates the averaged value of each period.

Fig. 6.  RGB composite image from averaged coherence images by period (R: 2019–early 2020, G: 2018,
B: late 2016–2017).



4) Landslides and Dumping Activities of
FWOPM
(1) Landslides on the Northwest Slope in 2014

and 2016
In the optical image acquired on May 27, 2014 (Fig.

8(a)), we found an area of the landslide on the northern
slope, which was an extension of the landslide in 2012
as mentioned in Li et al. (2015). It was confirmed in
the optical images that it occurred in early 2014. We
call it L1 (Landslide 1) with an area of about 0.1 km2.
The dumping equipment was filling up the step-shaped
benches on the west slope. Another larger landslide (we
call it L2) occurred on July 26, 2016 (Sun et al., 2022),
as shown in the optical image of November 17, 2016
(Fig. 8(b)). The area of the L2 is about 0.48 km2. The
area located at the top of this landslide has been restored
as shown in the optical image in Fig. 8(c). The RGB
composite image (Fig. 8(e)) shows yellow color for 
the restored area, which means it was active in 2017
only and became stable afterward due to the completion
of the restoration.

(2) A Landslide on the Northwest Slope in 2017
Looking at the optical image taken on August 29,

2017 (Fig. 8(c)), it was confirmed that a new landslide
(we call it L3) with an area of 0.32 km2 occurred on the
northwest slope. To confirm the activity of the western
half of FWOPM, we tried to examine the cause of color
distribution due to activity in RGB coherence images
by comparing it with high-resolution optical images by
time provided by Google Earth.

This landslide occurred on a bench-type waste rock
field. The landslide material washed away most of 
the benches, except for a small fraction of areas that
maintained the shape of some benches inside L3 (Fig.
8(c)). Looking at the location of the dumping equipment
in the L3 part of Fig. 8(c) and (d), it can be seen that
the boundary of the northwest slope extends toward the
center of the mine. It can also be seen that the red and
magenta, meaning recent stability, are distributed in the

right region of L3, and the cyan and green, meaning
recent activity, are distributed in the left region of L3
(Fig. 8(e)). Therefore, it is considered that the stability
of the collapsed northwest slope has been reinforced
again by dumping activities from east to west after L3
occurred and until early 2020.

It is worth noting that it is difficult to estimate the
exact day of occurrence of this landslide with the
research method used in this study. This is because the
annually averaged coherence images were input to the
RGB channel in this study. In addition, landslides in
FWOPM with a soft surface occur during the rainy
season when the coherence value is lowered throughout
the mine, making it more difficult to specify the timing
of the landslide.

(3) Dumping Activity on the West Slope

As mentioned above, the appearance of band-shaped
various colors on the west slope in the RGB composite
image, Fig. 8(e), is considered to be a waste rock
dumping activity of the FWOPM. Looking at the
optical images in Fig. 8(a), (b), (c), (d), as time goes by,
the waste rock dumping activity on the west slope is
progressing. In addition, it was confirmed that the
locations of the dumping equipment on the benches at
the same height that fills the slope are gradually
extending to the east. The reason why the band-shaped
various colors appear on the western slope is considered
to be due to the method of extending the benches while
maintaining the slope stability. In the RGB composite
image of Fig. 8(e), it can be seen that various colors are
distributed in a band shape on the western slope. In
addition, it can be confirmed that several stripes of the
same color exist in different positions. This is because
the dumping activity on the western slope is performed
simultaneously on several benches. The stripes showing
the same color in different locations are considered to
have been active at the same time.

The red, green, and blue colors mean that the area
was stable only for a year in 2019, 2018, and 2017,
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respectively. The yellow, magenta and cyan colors
indicate that the area was actively dumped only in
2017, 2018, and 2019, respectively, and was stable
otherwise (Fig. 8(e)).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the activity of the
northwest and west slope of FWOPM using InSAR
coherence images and compared them with Google
Earth optical images. As a result, it was possible to
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Fig. 8.  Images of the northwest region of FWOPM. Google Earth images of (a) 27 May 2014, (b) 17 Nov 2016, (c) 29 Aug
2017, and (d) 22 Mar 2019. (e) RGB composite image of yearly averaged coherence images of R (2019), G (2018),
and B (2017). The yellow circles and arrows indicate the location of the dumping equipment and its direction of
movement. The red lines indicate the boundary of the landslide area newly found on that date while the white line
indicates the previous landslide area.



discover another new landslide event in 2017 not
documented in the previous studies and to confirm the
activity that occurred during the recovery process. In
addition, an analysis was also conducted on the western
dumping area where extension activities on its benches
occurred at different locations over time.

It was difficult to estimate the exact timing of the
occurrence of the landslide in 2017 by analyzing the
12-day InSAR coherence values due to the soft surface
of FWOPM that has too low coherence during the rainy
season. More frequent observation with InSAR pairs is
required for this purpose. In this case, RGB composite
of InSAR coherence images with a shorter temporal
baseline would detect the occurrence of landslides.
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